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Materials
Alice Program
Technology Device
Default world?

Objectives
● Students will understand and demonstrate various ways to be a good online learner through the use of an Alice World.

Focus and Review (Warm-Up)
1. Ask & Discuss the following questions -
   a. Why is it important to enroll in an online class?
   b. What are the benefits of taking an online class?
   c. What do you think are some challenges when taking an online class?
2. Introduction - Show video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKSDcVEYZRc) in regards to online courses & the benefits and downfalls.

Teacher Input
1. After the presentation of the video, discuss that with many benefits of being an online learner, you must do specific things in order to be a successful.
2. Present Alice video with tips on how to be a good online learner (this video can be posted within online courses).

Guided Practice
1. After presentation of Alice World, in groups, student must create a list to add on to helpful hints for success in an online course.
2. Discuss with the class & create a class top 10.

Independent Practice
1. Using the top 10 tips for a successful online learner, the students must individually create an Alice World demonstrating or communicating 5 out of the 10.

Closure
1. Alice Worlds will be shared and reviewed throughout the semester to ensure understanding of learners in an online environment.
2. Students will also self reflect on their progress throughout the semester and compare the type of learner tend to be to the Alice Worlds.